CONCEPT

MILKY CREAM - 011

F&F Feel offers fashion focussed designs to blind consumers in fashion,
creating a tactile experience through the quality of garments and
packaging. This aids to launch in A/W 2021, aimed towards women
aged 18-55 who appreciate fashion through not only sight but touch. The
collection has multifunctional purpose to offer versatility and longevity
of a garment, but also offers upmost comfort through relaxed designs.
The accessible launch is identified through Tesco’s brand logo that has
raised elements in order to identify the brand through tactility. The Feel
clothing range is important because it sets the example that inclusivity and
accessibility are key drivers that need to be implemented in stores.
A/W 2021

KHAKI TAN - 064

DEEP BROWN - 067

CHOCOLATE BROWN - 069

OLIVE - 024

KHAKI OLIVE - 029

BURNT ORANGE - 054

WARM TIGRE - 112

JET BLACK - 100

RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT

After conducting both secondary and primary research, it was
discovered that there was limited accessibility for blind disabilities
in fashion, therefore it was important to help create an experience
that was inclusive and accessible for all consumers in fashion.
Delving into blind accessibility in fashion I was able to discover
via social media numerous women who are living with sight
loss. For example, Lucy Edwards, who is a journalist and digital
creator has helped educate her viewers on how the world views
blindness. Case studies like herself, helped acquire insight into
the effects of blind accessibility in fashion. The key findings were
that the tactility, texture, and quality of a garment were crucial
when making purchases. In addition to this, they would not want
garments to stand out from what others were wearing, as there
was a desire to fit in, yet they did not have access to this.
Alternatively, due to the rise in UK global lockdowns
supermarkets across the UK were beginning to convert their
attention to clothing ranges due to being the only shopping
experience available instore. Therefore, F&F clothing collection,
and their success via social media specifically on TikTok of their
new products was the reasoning for deciding to use them for an
accessibility range. Tesco’s have a variety of cross-departments
within their stores, which allows the Feel customer to have a
variety of options available to them in one space.

OUTCOMES
An in-depth research report has been written that
outlines key features of the range, which includes the
justification and support behind the concept idea. This
was fundamental as part of the research, particularly in
regards to the products chosen for the range, as it needed
to be suitable for a non-sighted individual, therefore it
needed to coherently reflect their lifestyle in order to
provide a successful accessible experience, as well as
offer products they would buy. This meant that WGSN
became a key tool in the project for providing the latest
trends.

The range is made up of 12 garments of loungewear style pieces such as
knits, jumpers, jackets, and joggers, alongside 3 accessory pieces, with a
total of 15 styles for the Feel collection. The collection focuses on relaxed
fits, and elasticated fabrications that create a multifunctional purpose,
without compromising comfort. The colour pallet utilises core colours
that complement each other across multiple seasons, incorporating slight
hues of green that can be easily paired with everyday essentials. The aim
of the collection is to have multifunctional purpose which will allow the
consumers to have long lasting garments but will remain fashionable
within the high street, ensuring more for their money. The collection also
has tactile elements such as braille swing tags, QR codes and enlarged
care labels, that will be compatible with assistive technology. This helps
create an overall accessible experience.

Technical packs and order quantities accompanied
the range plan to prevent any miscommunication
of the specification required for the range. This
included the size spec, suppliers, range tables, turn
around and planned deliveries. This ensured that
the products created have met F&F expectations
in order to meet the demands of the consumer. It
allows F&F to make amendments and alterations
of a product if required to do so before it’s put into
final production.
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